The Image Orthicon Camera Tube
This I.O. tube is the later 4.5 inch version. It was developed in 1954 1 by EEV2 from the
American 3 inch tube. Although it was a much bigger tube, leading to a bigger camera, the
performance was much better and worth the extra size & cost.
It is one of the most complex camera
tubes ever produced!
There are 3 main sections, at the front
(top) is the image section. Here the light
is focused on to the photocathode and an
“electron” image is transferred to the
target.
The middle section is where the scanning
takes place, essentially a conversion to a
serial transmission of each of the picture
elements.
The tube is surrounded by deflection
coils that generate a magnetic field to
deflect the electron beam over the target.
The whole tube is surrounded by a
focussing coil that provided a uniform
magnetic field to assist in the focusing of
the image & beam sections.
At the rear of the tube is an electron gun
that makes the scanning beam and an
electron multiplier to increase the signal
output.
These I.O. tubes were hideously expensive, delicate and had a
relativity short operating life. Special transit cases for them were
made and in transit they were always kept upright to protect the
target from and dust particles that might still be inside the tube. It
was very easy to cause a picture blemish and render a tube
useless!
MCR21 had provision for carrying up to 4 spare tubes, one for each
camera! The tubes were all a bit individual and there was much
competition between crews to obtain the “best” tubes.
The Image Orthicon tubes were so expensive that the BBC came
to an arrangement with the suppliers to Hire the tubes rather than
purchase them. This led to the need to record the operating hours
of tubes and all cameras had an hour meter fitted.
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